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Introduction
Knowledge is clearly central to what parliamentary research and library services do: they deliver knowledge
which parliamentarians can put to use. The discipline of ‘knowledge management’ (KM) is of obvious interest,
and in the wider world there is a great deal of thoughtful reflection and IT solutions offered for KM, but it
has never seemed to fulfil its early promise and really take-off, no more in parliaments than elsewhere. Why
not?

Relative level of interest in KM as indicated by Google Trends (03/08/2016)
The genesis of this paper was a presentation on the mismatch between parliamentary libraries and research
services aimed at ‘full-information decision making’ and the reality where overloaded Members of
parliament must, in many cases, make ‘fast and frugal’1 decisions. It was argued that such decision-making is
highly effective and economical, whereas the “full-information” model is not feasible, economic or even
appropriate - we elect Members to make political decisions, not act as scientists. 2 It was for parliamentary
services to diversify their delivery of knowledge beyond the classic quasi-academic (both library & research)
to include also methods and products adapted to the real working styles of many Members.

1

Frugal decisions are those made on the basis of minimal information and minimal conscious processing - with the
argument being that heuristics allows such decision-making to be generally effective. Heuristics = “approach to problem
solving, learning, or discovery that employs a practical method not guaranteed to be optimal or perfect, but sufficient
for the immediate goals...Heuristics can be mental shortcuts that ease the cognitive load of making a decision. Examples
of this method include using a rule of thumb, an educated guess, an intuitive judgment, stereotyping, profiling, or
common sense” (Wikipedia). The decisions are ‘fast’ because they are economical and/or because they have to be - e.g.
in a fast-moving situation. For a popular introduction to this topic see e.g. Gerd Gigerenzer Gut Feelings: The Intelligence
of the Unconscious (2007)
2
The full version of this analysis of knowledge services was developed in ‘Members Use of Information and Changing
Visions of the Parliamentary Library’, Iain Watt, LIBRARY TRENDS, Vol. 58, No. 4, Spring 2010, pp. 434–458
http://hdl.handle.net/2142/16686
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This positive view of how Members work was recently challenged - very directly - by a colleague in a national
parliament who, after decades of experience, felt that some Members in their parliament had no interest in
any kind of objective, scientific input, no matter how well designed for their working habits. Those Members
simply wanted to take politically-based decisions regardless of evidence or expertise. Is this sceptical view
justified regarding (some) Members in general, and is there something in the supposed recent trend to ‘postfactual’ or ‘post-truth’ politics? Has expertise lost its real and symbolic value? And if ‘yes’ to these questions,
is there a responsibility and a means for knowledge services to respond? What ethical challenges do we face
in this environment? How can we better manage knowledge to help Members? This is a first and tentative
look at these issues: the paper raises questions but does not offer many explicit answers. In the paper
parliamentary research and library services will be referred to in short as ‘knowledge services’. ‘Members’
refers throughout to Members of parliament, Deputies, Representatives etc., and often also implicitly their
supporting offices. ‘Agnotology’ is a term devised by Robert N. Proctor to refer to (the study of) the making
of ignorance, and will be explained later.
Knowledge management and ignorance
One possible reason for KM not fulfilling its promise is that it has not fully engaged with ignorance - what it
is, how it functions, how it can be managed. Consider this, from a 2016 survey reporting definitions of KM:
“ “A discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving, and
sharing all of an enterprise’s information assets”...This definition...is now a bit dated....[a more recent
suggestion is that KM] “... is the effective and accurate management of knowledge (acquisition, creation,
storage, sharing, and use) used to promote and support organizational changes that enhance an
organization’s ability to effectively compete”...This concept of KM includes and emphasises access to external
information, the traditional domain of the library...KM is now seen as about information relevant to an
enterprise, whether internal or external.”3
In other words, knowledge is an asset to be put to work, it is just a question of how. Ignorance is absent from
the definition - it is treated as simply an absence of knowledge. An alternative view is that ignorance has an
existence, activity, force, and even sometimes a value, of its own:
“Ignorance is most commonly seen (or trivialized)...as something in need of correction, a kind of natural
absence or void where knowledge has not yet spread....But ignorance is more than a void - and not even
always a bad thing”4
Failing to address the management of ignorance is one possible reason for the under-performance of
knowledge management. And one reason for this failure is that no-one wants to speak about ignorance - it
is a word evoking shame, not to be associated with an institution, a service or an individual. But we should
consider it rather as a natural and inevitable feature, an essential requirement of modern society that brings
some tangible benefits as well as some costs. To name it is to begin to come to terms with it, and maybe to
begin to master it.
“outlawing the concept of ignorance to the realm of the unmentionable in management contexts does
not lead to a higher ideal in management, but instead creates an opportunity for detrimental ignorance
to rule”5
Recognising the necessity and value of ignorance - and the need to manage it
The amount of knowledge is constantly increasing, being both a cause and consequence of specialisation;
the technology to capture, organise and access knowledge has increased massively in recent decades,
3

Koenig, Michael ‘Knowledge Management: Where is it Going?’ in McCallum, Sally; Bultrini, Leda; Sempéré, Julien &
Newman, Wilda (eds.) ‘Knowledge Management in Libraries and Organizations’, De Gruyter, Berlin, 2016, p. 20. This
work, incidentally, claims rising interest in knowledge management on the evidence of an increasing number of
academic articles. The Google trend may say more about interest amongst management practitioners.
4
Proctor, Robert N. in ‘Agnotology - the making and unmaking of ignorance’ Robert N. Proctor & Londa Schiebinger
(eds.), Stanford University Press, Stanford, 2008, p. 2
5
Stewart, Allison ‘Managing with ignorance: the new ideal’ in Matthias Gross & Linsey McGoey (eds.) ‘Routledge
International Handbook of Ignorance Studies’, Routledge, Abingdon, Oxford 2015, p. 373
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meaning that more knowledge is available to everyone; but the capacity of an individual human to memorise,
process, analyse and learn has maybe not increased at all.6 A society of specialists with exponentially
increasing collective knowledge means that everyone is ignorant and their ignorance is growing, and on the
whole we benefit from it. This applies as much to parliaments as anywhere else. What is written about
ignorance in politics concerns only voters, it seems, but even there we have the concept of ‘rational
ignorance’.
“rational ignorance is a ubiquitous aspect of our lives. Because there are severe constraints on our time,
energy, and cognitive capacity, it often makes sense to devote our limited resources to activities other
than acquiring additional information. Much of the time, such rational ignorance is actually beneficial.”7
In the context of democratic politics, the argument is that an individual voter has no chance of understanding
the issues without a disproportionate investment of time (and maybe not even then), and no real influence
with one vote amongst thousands or even millions, so it is more rational to remain more or less ignorant - to
concentrate on non-political life and cast a vote based on ‘fast & frugal’ processing. There is concern about
the consequences of this for the results of elections, but some degree of ignorance does not necessarily lead
to a bad decision - as one political commentator noted:
“I have observed focus groups of swing voters...and been struck by a combination of haziness on detail
and acuity in extracting the essence of a situation. They often discern the outline of the wood [i.e. forest]
better than those of us who spend our lives scrutinising bark on the trees.”8
As with voters, so for individual Members, faced with a plethora of issues and no possibility to become a
specialist in all of them. Their ability to grasp the core of an issue and come to a sensible conclusion, based
on very limited information, helps define their profession. Some of this limited information comes from the
signals of specialist Members (who may be informed by the traditional knowledge service products), some
may come from adapted (concise) products of the knowledge services, but it can also come from quality
media, interest groups, political parties or conversations with experts.
Forms of ignorance may not only be rational but also offer direct practical benefits: in diplomacy and politics
it can sometimes be better not to know some things, or for everyone to act as if they did not know. Ignorance
has also been claimed as providing competitive advantage.
“Unlearning, forgetting and openness to the unknown is necessary”9 for organisations and
“...we all need to be aware of our lack of knowledge as much as of our knowledge if we are to improve
our ability to cope with the unexpected. Given the rapidly evolving technological, socio-cultural and
political context, a readiness for the unexpected is an important source of competitiveness for
organisations in the contemporary world”10
Most obviously, awareness of ignorance is what stimulates discovery and the development of knowledge.11
Removing the stigma from ignorance - let us call it ‘honourable ignorance’ - also helps in facing up to its
challenges. For example, parliamentary knowledge services are composed mainly of specialists who are,
necessarily, mutually ignorant of each other’s specialisation. And they are collectively serving another and
very different set of specialists - Members, who have no reason to know the methods and viewpoints of
researchers and information specialists. It is not only the knowledge that needs managing here but also the
(unavoidable) ignorance - how to get research and information specialists to combine in the most effective
way and to deliver for Members, neutralising the incompatibilities and incomprehension. There never can be
perfect knowledge amongst different specialists and between specialist groups so there is not a ‘knowledge
6

Based on Somin, Ilya ‘Rational ignorance’ in Gross & McGoey (eds.)
ibid p. 274
8
Behr, Rafael ‘While Labour complains, the Tories simply govern’, Guardian 24/8/16
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/aug/24/labour-complains-tories-govern
9
Roberts, Joanne ‘Organisational ignorance’ in Gross & McGoey (eds.) p. 367
10
ibid p. 368
11
Proctor, Robert N. ‘Preface’ in Robert N. Proctor and Londa Schiebinger (eds.) ‘Agnotology - the making and unmaking
of ignorance’, Stanford University Press, Stanford, 2008
7
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management’ solution. Managing ignorance is essential, and it is done in practice, but remains implicit:
where is the methodology and debate on how to do it well, in parliamentary knowledge services?
The rejection of expertise in politics
The rejection of expertise has been much commented on, for example in relation to the Brexit and US
presidential campaigns. Even if it does not directly concern work inside parliament, the rejection of expertise
in politics is still significant for knowledge services - the value of which is based on the supply of expertise to
the political process. Part of this value is symbolic - Members can point to expert inputs to legitimise decisionmaking. The commentary on expertise rejection would suggest that providing high-quality information and
expertise is in some senses futile, especially if it is supporting a political debate that eventually extends to a
mass audience. Both the practical and symbolic value of expertise is reduced, in that case. However, other,
less patronising, interpretations of the phenomenon lead to more interesting and relevant conclusions.
First, in the Brexit campaign, people apparently rejected expertise that was seen not to be neutral - coming
from institutions which the UK government could influence, or with some perceived vested interest or purely
sectoral knowledge, or when experts made highly detailed predictions about the (sometimes very distant)
future. Discussing the rejection of the expert view of economists, for example, one group of economists
speculated that
“the issue may be that the economics profession is not just seen as part of the class that benefits from
the modern economy, it is part of a different class, a privileged class that especially benefits from EU
membership.”12
Or as Lacasse noted in relation to cases where there was apparent expert unanimity:
“Quand tout le monde sait, c’est probablement que personne ne sait vraiment...Quand les assertions sont
ex cathedra, on protège son porte-feuille aussi automatiquement que quand un interlocuteur inconnu
répète trois fois « Je suis honnête » dans les premières deux minutes. Dans nos sociétés, l’unanimité
n’existe que sur les plus vagues valeurs et désirs de consensus (le plein-emploi, la stabilité des prix, plus
plutôt que moins, etc.). Toute politique (c’est-à-dire tout moyen faillible et limité) qui prétend à un tel
statut est suspecte.”13
The rejection of expertise may not have been well-founded in every case but it was not simply irrational. The
Brexit experience highlights the importance of knowledge services’ image of dispassionate, neutral expertise.
Second, there is reason not to trust expert predictions, it is more than a popular gut-feeling. Given that
Members generally want some kind of recommendation or prediction from expertise - how will a situation
develop? what actions should we take to get an improved policy outcome in future? what will be the
consequences of this policy? - then this research has lessons for our services. A long-term study of expert
predictions14 - covering predictions by some 280+ specialist commentators/advisors in politics/economics15
on some 27,000 forecasting questions over twenty years, with 82,000+ forecasts made - showed, in the
irreverent words of a review, that experts “are poorer forecasters than dart-throwing monkeys” picking out
options pinned to a wall.16 The research found that high-profile, highly-specialised experts tended to lower
12

Den Haan, Wouter et al http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2016/08/10/brexit-and-the-economy-are-economistsout-of-touch-with-voters-and-politicians/
13
Lacasse, François. Mythes, savoirs et décisions politiques (Sociologies) (French Edition) (Kindle Locations 4228-4233).
Presses universitaires de France (réédition numérique FeniXX). Kindle Edition. [Original edition 1995]
14
Tetlock, Philip E. ‘Expert Political Judgment’, Princeton University Press, 1996
15
The “284 participants...were highly educated (the majority had doctorates and almost all had postgraduate training
in fields such as political science (in particular, international relations and various branches of area studies),
economics, international law and diplomacy, business administration, public policy, and journalism); they had, on
average, twelve years of relevant work experience; they came from many walks of professional life, including
academia, think tanks, government service, and international institutions...” ibid, p. 44. In other words a similar profile
to the specialists employed (or external specialists contracted) by parliamentary research services.
16

Menand, Louis ‘Everybody’s an Expert’ http://www.newyorker.com/magazine/2005/12/05/everybodys-an-expert
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scores and that the higher scores went to less-known specialists, or even generalists who had read quality
journalism around a topic, with open minds and flexible approaches:
“Low scorers look like hedgehogs: thinkers who “know one big thing,” aggressively extend the explanatory
reach of that one big thing into new domains, display bristly impatience with those who “do not get it,”
and express considerable confidence that they are already pretty proficient forecasters, at least in the
long term. High scorers look like foxes: thinkers who know many small things (tricks of their trade), are
skeptical of grand schemes, see explanation and prediction not as deductive exercises but rather as
exercises in flexible “ad hocery” that require stitching together diverse sources of information, and are
rather diffident about their own forecasting prowess, and...[are] rather dubious that the cloudlike subject
of politics can be the object of a clocklike science.”17
Clearly there are different kinds of expert; we might have more reason to hope for a reflective approach from
a quietly dedicated academic than from one who is a big-name media commentator. But closed or open
minds can be found anywhere and the public (and Members) have reason to be cautious in how much faith
they put in forecasts or recommendations by experts.18 For knowledge services, however, there are grounds
for optimism: in most cases they operate with small staffs who by definition cannot be over-specialised, who
must be alert and informed in many areas and who are generally low-profile - characteristics that the
research found as leading to better forecasting. They are also in multi-disciplinary groups which should also
help in challenging fixed thinking. In recent follow-up research by Tetlock and others, some additional factors
for success included a team approach to forecasting (especially by teams that received training in
collaborative work); practice in making forecasts; training in ‘probabilistic reasoning’.19 These conditions
apply, or could be applied, in parliamentary knowledge services, leading to more reliable expertise. But do
Members recognise this reliability? Do we present evidence of it? (For example, by reviews of past policy
advice and how matters actually played out?).
Members, given the nature of their work, are quite likely actual or potential ‘foxes’ themselves. This points
to a role for knowledge services in developing Members’ capacity in policy analysis and their broad
knowledge of key policy issues. Member training/education is a sensitive topic which tends to be discussed
only in relation to new parliaments or those in less developed countries20 - even in that context, Rozzoli (an
experienced trainer and ex-parliamentarian) found it better in his practice to present Member
training/education as ‘workshops’ to avoid a negative reaction.21 Behind this issue of capacity-building, as
Rozzoli observes, there is
“the expectation that parliamentarians can understand and respond to the infinite variety of constituency
problems, issues of national importance and policy challenges that are dealt with by a parliament at every
17

Tetlock, Philip E. Expert Political Judgment (p. 72). Princeton University Press. Kindle Edition.
For risks in using experts see also Tilcsik, András & Almandoz, Juan https://hbr.org/2016/08/when-having-toomany-experts-on-the-board-backfires. Research into the US local banking industry showed that banks facing situations
of heightened uncertainty which had a higher than average ratio of industry experts on the board were more likely to
fail. The explanation offered: “three factors that can compromise the effectiveness of expert-dominated boards...The
first factor is what psychologists call “cognitive entrenchment.” As we gain deeper expertise in an area, we acquire
more accurate and detailed knowledge but also become less flexible in our thinking and less likely to change our
perspective...Indeed, related research shows that executive teams made up of many industry experts are less flexible
in responding to changes in the competitive environment... The second factor is overconfidence, a common problem
in expert judgment that affects experts in a wide range of fields, from doctors and physicists to economists and CIA
analysts....The third factor has to do with the level of “task conflict”—the extent to which board members have
different viewpoints, ideas, and opinions about the decisions they face...research suggests that a high proportion of
domain experts can suppress task conflict because non-expert directors may defer too much to the judgment of
experts.”
19
Frick, Walter https://hbr.org/2015/02/what-research-tells-us-about-making-accurate-predictions
20
See e.g. Sipamba, Elsie ‘Assessment of the Levels of Knowledge, Skills and Abilities Held by Parliamentarians and the
Determination of Training and Professional Development Needs—The Zambian Case’ Parliamentary Affairs (2012) 65,
608–627 doi:10.1093/pa/gss028
21
Rozzoli, Kevin ‘Assisting Parliamentarians to Develop Their Capacities: Experiences from Working in Indonesia and the
South Pacific’ Parliamentary Affairs (2012) 65, 628–639 doi:10.1093/pa/gss027
18
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session. MPs are confronted with decisions about matters that may be within their area of expertise, but
they are also expected to participate in the resolution of issues for which they have no formal training and
little previous experience. We live in an information-rich world, but one where the danger of information
overload is ever present.”22
However, compared with the Executive and Judiciary, Rozzoli finds that
“The members of the legislature alone have no formal training or education in the specific and particular
skills that they need, nor do they have equivalent support to carry out their role and match the capacity
of their governance partners.”23
Rozzoli goes on to note that the traditional model of ‘apprenticeship’ as a way for Members to acquire the
necessary professional skills and knowledge can be insufficient, especially in new parliaments and those with
a high turnover, but perhaps now even in more stable and established parliaments.24 The proposed solution
is to adopt a model of ‘professional development’ (Rozzoli) or, similarly, the application of adult education
methods (O’Brien, presenting the approach of the World Bank Institute)25 - addressing a variety of learning
styles and respecting the existing experience and capacity of the individual. Being a Member is a specialist
professional activity which candidates cannot be expected to master in all its aspects in advance - and the
public appears less and less keen on candidates from ‘inside the bubble’ - so support in the form of training
and education appears an obvious need. Knowledge services, probably in alliance with other elements of the
Parliament’s secretariat, could offer forms of Member capacity building, in specific policy areas and in policy
analysis, as a more effective support than simply delivering monolithic written expertise, topic by topic. One
example in this direction is, indeed, ‘workshops’ with panels of experts offering a relatively open and
interactive introduction to a policy issue, but these suffer from pressure on time, experts who are not
trainers, and sometimes limited Member attendance - the pay-off is perhaps not clear enough. A different
type of activity was recently offered in the European Parliament, where the Policy Department organised for
Members and political staff of a Committee a two-day seminar led by a research institute, focused on the
scientific substance of an issue (fish stocks) rather than the details of the policy question (defining Maximum
Sustainable Yield). Members have now requested a similar event on a different topic. Another, more
common, example is the trend to publish wide-ranging overviews of key issues for new Members - but this
is a one-off and addresses only one learning style. Capacity development - however it is labelled - should not
just be through lectures and publications, and not just for new Members when they first arrive.26
A third reason for rejecting expertise is research indicating that the people most likely to ignore evidence
contrary to their beliefs are those who are knowledgeable on a subject. This is a counter-intuitive point that
echoes the research on forecasting. As one political commentator puts it:

22

ibid p. 629
ibid p. 630
24
ibid pp. 630-1
25
O’Brien, Mitchell, Stapenhurst, Rick & Brooke, Prater ‘World Bank Institute’s Approach to Parliamentary Capacity
Strengthening’ Parliamentary Affairs (2012) 65, 593–607 doi:10.1093/pa/gss022 p. 595
26
On induction “many courses run by parliaments concentrate on matters directly affecting parliamentary
administration, practice and procedure, structure of bills, reporting debates, committees, chamber services, library and
research functions, salaries, remunerations and emoluments. There is much more to being an effective member than
can be gleaned from this information...what is presented amounts to information overload. Much is forgotten within
days. Induction programmes take members on a practical and emotional rollercoaster. While the programme may be
clear to the presenters it makes little impact on members...Research underscores the need for continuing education
once members have become settled, but they get caught up in the many aspects of their role and, with heavy demands
on their time, find it difficult to contemplate further programmes even if on offer. Parliaments also distribute copious
material in the expectation that members will use it later, but research reveals this material sits on the shelf
unread...information from inductions or fact sheets does not readily lead to acquired knowledge. If the education
process goes is not on-going, the investment in undertaking initial programmes is lost.” Rozzoli op. cit. pp. 633-4
23
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“All the evidence suggest that those who place a high value on facts and see themselves as truth-seekers
are no more likely to arrive at their political views through reason and analysis than swivel-eyed
Eurosceptic loons. We are all post-truthers and probably always have been”27
The commentator based his remarks largely on an article by Hatemi & McDermott28, who surveyed research
on the issue of political attitudes and report:
“When presented with the same evidence, individuals who began on different ends of political issues find
increased validity in their own positions and interpret neutral information as supporting their own
positions…They recall confirmatory information far better than counter-attitudinal information…and the
stronger the attitude, the greater the misperception…Those with strong political attitudes process
contrary information through an emotional lens that biases their perception and interpretation of
facts….The effects are most pronounced among those with strong attitudes and higher levels of
sophistication...the people who are the most knowledgeable are also the most vulnerable to ideologically
consistent bias”29
Hatemi & McDermott propose that there is a biological basis to this; for example, it has been found that the
brain processes politically contrary information through the part that deals with emotion rather than the part
that handles reasoning. At a more pragmatic level, it is also a time-saver:
“In a complex world saturated with information, it makes sense that orienting heuristics related to
political values serve a useful function in helping individuals quickly and efficiently filter, sort and process
information in a consistent manner across domains in order to determine relevance and meaning for
action”30
This natural and necessary bias in the processing of information helps explain why, in normal parliamentary
work, expert products may lack impact with Members even when they seem to have substance and/or add
something new. It also shows that there are good reasons for voters, and Members, to be cautious in
following inputs by experts invested in the issue on which they are commenting or forecasting. Hatemi and
McDermott note that this natural tendency to respond differently to the same set of information leads to
persistent mutual incomprehension between political groups. This is the unhelpful aspect of ‘rational
ignorance’ and there are no obvious solutions - certainly nothing substantive is offered by Hatemi &
McDermott. Possibly the concentration and development of Member expertise in permanent specialist
Committees - supported by knowledge services - allows the time and space for cross-party links to develop,
for the absorption of common expertise, and for greater openness to contradictory messages. This appears
to work in the European Parliament where Members are supported by a neutral committee secretariat and
knowledge services, but apparently less well in the US Congress where party-labelled officials provide most
of the support to the committee collectively.31
Agnotology and scientific support for anything
The human ability to make fast & frugal assessments of difficult issues, and then come to good-enough
conclusions, is remarkable but it can be subverted. There is a strategy of generating ignorance i.e. creating
doubt where there would otherwise be certain knowledge. The strategy (and its study) was termed
‘agnotology’ by a pioneer in the field.32 The classic case was the effects on health of smoking tobacco. There
was a clear scientific consensus that smoking was harmful but some tobacco companies developed a strategy
of supporting the relative handful of sceptical scientists - and promoting communication of their research in order to create the impression that there was no consensus. It was a marketing campaign of which,
27

Young, Toby ‘The truth about ‘post-truth politics’’ Spectator, 16/07/16 p. 52
Hatemi, Peter K. & McDermott, Rose ‘Give me attitudes’, Annual Review of Political Science, 2016, vol. 19 pp. 331-50
29
ibid pp 341-2
30
ibid p. 341
31
Professional, neutral expert support to US Congress committees has been reduced in recent decades and it is
claimed that input from (often young and short-stay) policy staff of Members, and from lobbyists, has supplanted it:
Drutman, Lee & Teles, Steven http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2015/03/when-congress-cant-think-foritself-it-turns-to-lobbyists/387295/
32
Proctor op. cit.
28
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explicitly, the product was doubt. The strategy was effective for decades and has some lingering influence. A
similar strategy is, arguably, being played out with climate change, and may have been part of some thinking
in the Brexit campaign. One issue for parliamentary research is how it positions itself to be ‘impartial’ or
‘objective’. If there is an apparent division in scientific thinking is there a requirement or pressure to offer a
‘balanced’ account to be seen as objective and impartial? Which in cases of agnotology, means supporting
the active creation of doubt, giving credence and authority - perhaps even parity - to a viewpoint that
commands only eccentric scientific support. This applies to any institution with a duty to inform impartially.
Poole claims a
“structural confusion between “impartiality” and “balance” undermines the mission to inform of
institutions such as the BBC. To be impartial would be to point out untruths wherever they come from.
But to be “balanced” is to have a three-way between a presenter and two economists on opposite sides
of some question. Never mind that one economist represents the views of 95% of the profession and the
other is an ideologically blinkered outlier: the structure of the interview itself implies to the audience that
the arguments are evenly divided.”33
This issue has also been considered in more academic terms, observing that mainstream scientific opinion
may take an active role in challenging policy positions based on contrarian science:
“rather than playing a neutral role in the political field, in which scientists inform policymakers of problems
that need to be addressed and therefore create the doxa upon which diverse policy responses can be
debated, their knowledge itself becomes framed in a politically polarized field as associated with one side
of a policy dispute. An epistemic rift occurs in which the traditional advisory relationship between a
research field and policymakers breaks down, because the polarized policy field utilizes the contrarian
science to make the claim that the scientific research is equally divided by ideological currents. In this
situation, the mainstream of scientific researchers acts as a counter-vailing counterpublic in policy
debates that are dominated by industry-oriented official publics and their contrapublic scientist allies...”34
This, of course, may not change the appearance of debate and doubt. One suggestion by Ogien, for
responding to a strategy of doubt is to develop/appeal to trust rather than trying to use knowledge to dispel
ignorance.35 Ogien argues, however, that scientists are not well placed to gain that trust. Interestingly, at
least some parliamentary services believe they have developed deep trust amongst both Members and the
public. If true, scientific content wrapped in the brand of the knowledge service could play a role in
combatting agnotology - with some risk. One commentator contrasted the Brexit campaign - and its many
accusations of inaccurate content on both sides - with a New Zealand referendum in which the agency
managing the process had published up-front a wide range of explanatory materials and, presumably
because of its degree of public trust and the quality of the materials issued, it succeeded in keeping the
subsequent debate within some factual limits.36
Even where there is no deliberate strategy to create doubt, the frequent existence of conflicting scientific
viewpoints creates the problem. By definition, public policy issues can be highly complex with no clear
conclusion and for which policy recommendations are highly contestable. The reaction, rather justified, can
be that decisions in administrations are taken rather on the basis of established ‘myths’ despite all the
33

Poole, Steve ‘How we let the phoneys take control and debase the language of politics’ The Observer 14/8/16.
http://www.theguardian.com/politics/2016/aug/13/political-lies-donald-trump-post-truth-politics
34
Hess, David J. ‘Undone science and social movements: a review and typology’ in Gross & McGoey (eds.) p. 149
35
Ogien, Albert ‘Doubt, ignorance and trust: on the unwarranted fears raised by the doubt-mongers’ in Gross & McGoey
(eds.)
36
Renwick, Alan; Flinders, Matthew & Jennings, Will http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2016/08/19/the-uksreferendum-and-post-fact-politics-how-can-campaigners-be-held-accountable-for-their-claims/
“The
extensive
materials the New Zealand Electoral Commission produced for that country’s 2011 Referendum on the voting system,
for example, included detailed explanations of each option, statements of the criteria against which the options might
be evaluated, and analyses of how the options perform against these criteria. In what was (it should be acknowledged)
a much less intense or politicised campaign than the current one, journalists frequently relied heavily on the
Commission’s guide as a basis for their reporting.”
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scientific evidence that is gathered, partly because science offers no clear conclusion. These observations
were made almost twenty years ago, in a work by François Lacasse on the use (or rather, non-use) of expertise
that sadly does not seem to have been much developed on since:
“les savoirs multiplient les choix, compliquent la vie, agressent les monopoles, mettent en lumière (donc
en cause) les conséquences de délicats équilibres entre demandeurs de faveurs et monde politique. Rien
d’étonnant à ce qu’ils perdent un combat aussi inégal, à ce que leur contribution au changement soit aussi
mince.”37
The explosion in academic production and publication (notably with easy open access internet publication)
has increased the problem. As a commentator in Nature noted:
“Mainstream scientific leaders increasingly accept that large bodies of published research are unreliable.
But what seems to have escaped general notice is a destructive feedback between the production of poorquality science, the responsibility to cite previous work and the compulsion to publish....
...the web makes it much more efficient to identify relevant published studies, but it also makes it that
much easier to troll for supporting papers, whether or not they are any good.
That problem is likely to be worse in policy-relevant fields such as nutrition, education, epidemiology and
economics, in which the science is often uncertain and the societal stakes can be high. The never-ending
debates about the health effects of dietary salt, or how to structure foreign aid, or measure ecosystem
services, are typical of areas in which copious peer-reviewed support can be found for whatever position
one wants to take”38
We must deliver useful knowledge in a world where ignorance is deliberately or accidentally developed,
creating doubt as to what is useful - what response do we have, and does ‘knowledge management’ assist
with it?
‘Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold’ - expertise without consensus
The classic knowledge service role is in delivering objective, non-partisan fact-based analysis, crucially
providing solid ground on which Members (and parties) can debate, and eventually arrive at evidence-based
policy choices.39 This worked well enough, perhaps, in what retrospectively can be seen as the long period of
post-war consensus in the West. Since the 1990’s, if not earlier, politics has changed and views on e.g. the
respective roles of the state and the market; globalisation; inequality; and, in the 28 Member States, austerity
and the degree of EU-scepticism - these begin to create cleavages in which established parties have little
common ground with what can be called insurgent parties, and factions even in some established parties
become irreconcilable.40 For example, a changing configuration of party behaviour has been detected in the
European Parliament:
“In order to tame the Eurozone sovereign debt crisis, the European Union has adopted a policy of reforms,
austerity and budget cuts in Eurozone states, coupled with stronger EU sanctions for countries that do
not adhere to this policy. Therefore, it has become increasingly difficult for political parties to pursue an
economic agenda that deviates from these fiscal norms without questioning EU membership.
Pro-European parties of the left and right can only place themselves on the pro-austerity side of the
economic spectrum, which is opposed by both the Eurosceptic left and right. [Research] on European
Parliament (EP) voting show that in the Parliament voting patterns on economic issues increasingly follow
a pro-/anti-EU dimension while the importance of the left/right dimension for voting on economic issues
has decreased.”41
37

Lacasse op. cit. (Kindle Locations 4149-4151).
Sarewitz, Daniel ‘The pressure to publish pushes down quality’ Nature, 12/05/16, Vol. 533 p. 147
39
As heard at a recent presentation on the work of a parliamentary knowledge service
40
For example, a left perspective on this ‘crisis in western politics’ was recently put forward by Martin Jacques:
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2016/aug/21/death-of-neoliberalism-crisis-in-western-politics
41
van der Veer, Harmen & Otjes, Simon http://blogs.lse.ac.uk/europpblog/2016/04/12/can-only-eurosceptics-opposeausterity-how-divisions-over-integration-have-replaced-the-leftright-divide-in-the-european-parliament/
38
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There appears little hope that knowledge can bridge these cleavages to allow a debate on a common
basis, far less have all parties coalesce on an evidence-based policy choice. There may be no basis for
dialogue on some central issues - between the established parties and the insurgents, nor within the blocs
on articles of policy which are considered beyond discussion. We could approach a point where, in some
areas, some will not wish the research question posed and others will not want to hear the answer.
Perhaps the intimacy and learning environment of specialist parliamentary committees can overcome
this. If not, the commitment of knowledge services to knowledge itself, their ethical base which should go
beyond their commitment to individual clients and to the transient desires of the organisation, will be
tested. As of now, there is apparently no common model for an ethical framework for parliamentary
knowledge services.
What is truth? Who needs facts? v. Wisdom of crowds and the acuity of citizens
This new environment includes the phenomenon of ‘post-truth’ or ‘post-factual’ politics, going beyond the
rejection of expertise to question even basic facts and hard evidence. This is a new era only if there was some
supposed past where truth and evidence were the basis of debate and competition. A slightly more subtle
interpretation finds that there have always been lies in politics but that liars care about the truth enough to
conceal it, whereas in ‘post-truth’ politics nobody cares what they say.42 Deliberate disinformation can
circulate widely and unstoppably with facts following far behind and with less reach; the disinformation may
not even be intended to convince but simply to change the topic of media conversation. Even without
deliberate disinformation, social media creates echo chambers where dissonant information is filtered out.
For Viner43, the Brexit campaign combined what has elsewhere been termed agnotology and the ‘postfactual’ approach:
“This was the first major vote in the era of post-truth politics: the...remain campaign attempted to fight
fantasy with facts, but quickly found that the currency of fact had been badly debased...
The remain side’s worrying facts and worried experts were dismissed as “Project Fear” – and quickly
neutralised by opposing “facts”: if 99 experts said the economy would crash and one disagreed, the BBC
told us that each side had a different view of the situation....Michael Gove declared that “people in this
country have had enough of experts”... He also compared 10 Nobel prize-winning economists who signed
an anti-Brexit letter to Nazi scientists loyal to Hitler...
A few days after the vote, Arron Banks, Ukip’s largest donor and the main funder of the Leave.EU
campaign, told the Guardian that his side knew all along that facts would not win the day. “It was taking
an American-style media approach,” said Banks. “What they said early on was ‘Facts don’t work’, and
that’s it. The remain campaign featured fact, fact, fact, fact, fact. It just doesn’t work. You have got to
connect with people emotionally. It’s the Trump success.””44
‘Facts’ can anyway be uncomfortable:
“If all the facts say you have no economic future then why would you want to hear facts? If you live in a
world...where your government seems to have no control over what is going on, then trust in the old
institutions of authority – politicians, academics, the media – buckles.”45
In consequence, alternative news sources rise and multiply, not always increasing knowledge:
“For 500 years after Gutenberg, the dominant form of information was the printed page: knowledge was
primarily delivered in a fixed format, one that encouraged readers to believe in stable and settled
truths...Increasingly, what counts as a fact is merely a view that someone feels to be true – and technology
has made it very easy for these “facts” to circulate with a speed and reach that was unimaginable in the
Gutenberg era (or even a decade ago).” 46
The marginalisation of ‘facts’ is argued to be part of a wider phenomenon:
42

From Poole, op. cit. There is also the wonderful concept of ‘truthiness’ - see e.g. Wikipedia for details.
Viner, Katharine https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/jul/12/how-technology-disrupted-the-truth
44
Viner, op. cit.
45
Pomerantsev, Peter https://granta.com/why-were-post-fact/ Granta, 20/07/16
46
Viner, op. cit.
43
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“This equalling out of truth and falsehood is both informed by and takes advantage of an all-permeating
late post-modernism and relativism, which has trickled down over the past thirty years from academia to
the media and then everywhere else. This school of thought has taken Nietzsche’s maxim, there are no
facts, only interpretations, to mean that every version of events is just another narrative, where lies can
be excused as ‘an alternative point of view’ or ‘an opinion’, because ‘it’s all relative’ and ‘everyone has
their own truth’ (and on the internet they really do).”47
As suggested earlier, this perspective may overstate the solidity of the ‘facts’ being ignored, dismiss as
‘fantasy’ what may have at least the possibility of truth, and underestimate citizens’ ability to make serious
choices that contradict elite (expert-supported) views. As Francis Fukuyama drily observes:
“Populism” is the label that political elites attach to policies supported by ordinary citizens that they don’t
like. There is of course no reason why democratic voters should always choose wisely, particularly in an
age when globalization makes policy choices so complex. But elites don’t always choose correctly either,
and their dismissal of the popular choice often masks the nakedness of their own positions.”48
Even if we accept that ‘post-truth’ politics might have some effect, it could be argued that this just concerns
political debate and competition in the wider world and not the more refined environment of parliamentary
work. Within the walls of parliament we can hope for a more informed debate which knowledge services can
support. But for Members these two fields cannot be hermetically separated. There must be, surely, at some
level, consistency. The consequence of political competition driven on a “non-factual” basis (i.e. a basis of
ignorance) is that the value of knowledge services diminishes. If evidence cannot be used to convince others
or to legitimise a decision, it loses value. How do we respond to this? Are there new ways to deliver service
that can compensate?
The danger of being well-informed
For completeness, we might also consider the risks that come with knowledge service success in informing
Members. Rappert and Balmer consider the work of intelligence agencies in ways which might be
extrapolated to knowledge services in a parliamentary setting:
“The manner in which new intelligence gets “layered” on top of existing beliefs, the manner in which
individuals project (or “mirror”) their rationalities on to others, and the manner in which intelligence can
be turned to support political goals have long been identified as leading to unfounded certainty...the
pervasiveness of how intelligence gathering can be self-sealing and self-reinforcing calls in doubt
rationalistic conceptions whereby information reduces uncertainties and unknowns” 49 [emphases
added]
In other words, the delivery of knowledge does not necessarily lead to optimal decision-making; it can lead
to the reinforcement of ignorance - over-confidence in policy positions and lack of awareness that there are
uncertainties and unknowns. What responsibility, and what toolbox, do knowledge services have to disturb
‘unfounded certainties’ in parliaments?
Conclusion
Forms of ignorance, much of it positive, are an unavoidable and active factor confronting the management
of parliamentary research and library services. The study of ignorance and its effects remains an emerging
field and there is much yet to be understood. Management practices responding to the different facets of
ignorance exist but are implicit, especially because of the stigma attached to ‘ignorance’ as a label. We should
accept that it is often smarter to recognise ignorance than to pretend otherwise, and celebrate honourable
ignorance as a necessary consequence of a knowledge-rich society and an organisation with highly
specialised roles. Rational ignorance is the only way for everyone, including Members, to cope in a complex
world. Effective management of ignorance is, at the least, a necessary complement to any knowledge
47

Pomerantsev op. cit.
Fukuyama, Francis ‘American Political Decay or Renewal?’ Foreign Affairs. Jul/Aug 2016, Vol. 95 Issue 4, p. 68
49
Rappert, Brian & Balmer, Brian ‘Ignorance is strength? Intelligence, security and national secrets’ in Gross & McGoey
(eds.) pp. 330-31
48
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management strategy. Agnotology, scientific uncertainty, ‘post-truth’ politics and new cleavages in politics
are all increasing the impact of ignorance on knowledge services: managing different forms of ignorance
becomes one of their greatest challenges.
What, practically, might be done to respond to these challenges? First, achieve a better understanding of
knowledge/ignorance - if this paper is a first step in our field, there is a way to go. Second, there are some
indications in the paper:
1. Avoid agonising about hostility to expertise and ‘post-truth’ politics - have confidence that expertise can
still connect - when it is recognised as independent and impartial; when it comes from an open mind and
avoids the traps of ‘big man expertise’; if communicated in an effective way. But then we need to study
the methods that achieve these characteristics, and probably experiment also.
2. Consider the public engagement of knowledge services: products that provide clear, concise and
impartial analyses for Members can have value in informing communication with and amongst citizens.
Expertise is more useful to Members if it is also accepted in public debate. But this strategy is not without
risk.
3. Review (and communicate) the degree of success with past forecasts and recommendations in expert
products.
4. Increase efforts and find strategies to develop Member capacity: to achieve a broad understanding of
previously unknown policy issues; and to question, analyse and reach their own conclusions from
expertise.
5. A challenge: creating formats and processes that lower the guard of the knowledgeable/invested so
contrary evidence is not filtered out, and so ‘unfounded certainty’ is challenged. And related to that:
processes that can lead from partisan non-meeting of minds to some common evidential ground. How
can we make it easy, safe and attractive to consider evidence/analysis that challenges established views?
(The processes of well-supported specialist committees is one possible answer - how does that work and
can practices be copied in other contexts and/or enhanced?).
6. Clear approach differentiating between ‘impartiality’ and ‘balance’
7. Development of a common ethical framework for knowledge services that gives support to the free
availability of knowledge, the independence of expertise, and the maintenance of impartiality
8. Encourage an open and constructive approach to forms of ignorance within our services - see the
postscripts below.

Postscript 1: other issues in the management of knowledge/ignorance
The issues discussed in the main text are only some of the issues raised by considering the relation of
knowledge and ignorance. An attempt to define the range of possible cases appears in the table below. The
cases might stimulate recognition of issues - see the examples following.
Knowledge
/
Conscious ignorance

Unconscious
ignorance

Ignorance
Agnotology

/

Agnotology
/
Secrecy / Privacy /
Taboos

1. I know, and know
that I know
(Known knowns)

3. I know, and don’t
recognise that I know
(Unknown knowns)

5. I know, but act (and
maybe think) as if I
don’t

7. I know, but I
don’t want others
to know

2. I don’t know, and
know that I don’t
(Known unknowns)

4. I don’t know, and
don’t know that I don’t
know
(Unknown unknowns)

6. I don’t know, but
positively think that I
do know

8. I don’t know,
and don’t want to
know or for others
to know

Table based partly on a classification by Roberts50

50

Roberts op. cit. p. 364
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To give just three examples where managing knowledge/ignorance is of practical everyday relevance to
knowledge services: Staff with special expertise or knowledge who do not realise they possess something special and so
expect others to act as if they hold the same knowledge, leading to unexpected failures, frustration and
tension in the team. (Unknown known). In a variation on this, there is the difficulty that specialists often
have in explaining their subject to non-specialists. Pinker makes use of the concept of the ‘Curse of
Knowledge’ - “a difficulty in imagining what it is like for someone else not to know something that you
know.”51 Specialists, notably scientists, have difficulty in explaining to non-specialists, partly because “the
better you know something, the less you remember about how hard it was to learn”52
 Managers believing they have a sufficient picture of their business to make informed decisions, but
unaware of e.g. client knowledge held by staff at the frontline that would contradict their assumptions
– so they do not even seek this knowledge. (From the manager’s perspective, an unknown unknown).
 New staff, external visitors or assessors may be ignorant of ‘how we do things’ (For them, a known
unknown?) and so may ask illuminating and provoking questions or make new suggestions for e.g.
simplifying work processes.53

Postscript 2: indications for implementing Knowledge Management
Basic approaches to knowledge management seem to assume that there is some identifiable and available
useful knowledge, and people who want that knowledge, and that all we need to do is design methods and
systems to bring them together. Person-to-person or person to IT system. It doesn’t seem to effectively
address cases where ignorance is a choice or strategy; or where people are ignorant of their own knowledge
or of their own ignorance. The gap is attracting attention: one notable paper by Israilides begins to define
the outline of ‘ignorance management’ and based on the following reasoning:
“the critical question is not just managing what is known but also trying to find ways to manage the
unknown. This viewpoint of acknowledging ignorance, if successfully incorporated within a company’s KM
strategy, will not only facilitate and enhance knowledge management processes but will also foster
innovation and increase the levels of new knowledge in multinational organisations.”54
The weakness in KM was already identified at least twenty years ago, as a paper by Zack indicates:
“Rather than recognizing the diversity of knowledge, perspectives, values and interests that may actually
exist within a firm, today’s approaches to knowledge management often assume that the shared
understanding needed for effectively communicating knowledge exists. They focus on locating and
sharing good answers rather than collectively formulating good questions. They do not address how to
manage knowledge when the firm doesn't understand its problems, know what questions to ask, or even
agree on what it knows. Organizations need knowledge management guidelines that help them recognize
and respond to a variety of "knowledge problems" that have to do with what they don’t know or don’t
understand.”55
Zack went on to refer to ‘organisational ignorance’, defining it
51

Pinker, Steven ‘The sense of style - the thinking person’s guide to writing in the 21st Century’, Penguin, UK, 2015. p.
59. Pinker, tongue-in-cheek, gives the following examples of the communication style of an expert:
 There is a significant positive correlation between measures of food intake and body mass index.
 Body mass index is an increasing function of food intake
 Food intake predicts body mass index according to a monotonically increasing relation.
All of which mean: The more you eat, the fatter you get. (p. 74)
52
ibid p. 61
53
Roberts mentions a case of a new manufacturer able to build ships in 66% of the normal time and at 25% of the
normal cost, precisely because they did not have the knowledge to build them the normal way. (op. cit. p. 372)
54
Israilides, John; Lock, Russell & Cooke, Louise ‘Ignorance management’ Management Dynamics in the Knowledge
Economy Volume 1 (2013) no. 1, pp. 71-85; ISSN: 2286-2668 p. 82
http://www.managementdynamics.ro/index.php/journal/article/view/4
55
Zack, Michael H. ‘Managing Organizational Ignorance’ Knowledge Directions, Volume 1, Summer, 1999, pp. 36-49
http://web.cba.neu.edu/~mzack/articles/orgig/orgig.htm NB This may not be the first statement of the issue.
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“in terms of four unique knowledge-processing problems:
1. Uncertainty: not having enough information;
2. Complexity: having to process more information than you can manage or understand;
3. Ambiguity: not having a conceptual framework for interpreting information;
4. Equivocality: having several competing or contradictory conceptual frameworks.”56
Zack argued that problems of uncertainty and complexity could be tackled with more information and more
study, and possibly with the use of technology. Ambiguity and equivocality, however, involve
“resolving or managing situations that require interpreting, creating, sharing, and negotiating meaning”
[in which more work does not necessarily bring clarity] “Ambiguity and equivocality are best managed by
frequent face-to-face communication, and reliance on a flexible and responsive network of personal
contacts to serve as a source of knowledge and expertise. The assumptions typically embedded into
particular applications of information technology in the form of labels, definitions, procedures, and causal
relationships often impose false clarity on ambiguous or equivocal situations. They may lead to erroneous
"solutions" that create greater problems later.”57
The prevalent Information Technology-driven version of KM (in 1999, but the same can still be said) is not
the solution for problems of ambiguity and equivocality:
“Knowledge management today focuses primarily on solving problems of complexity and uncertainty. It
aims to share and exploit what is known within well-defined circumstances and contexts, and is
dominated by information technology… Much less effort has been spent worrying about the ambiguous
and equivocal situations resulting from more profound forms of organizational ignorance.”58
It is necessary to take account of ignorance as an active variable, one with diverse forms, and to manage it
also, and this requires a more sophisticated human approach than the kind of knowledge management
promoted by software sellers, IT departments and idealists. Zack appears to have already diagnosed the issue
with KM in 1999 but we have not moved forward much. The last word is from him:
“managing organizational ignorance requires an appropriate culture. In general, the organization must
create an environment in which it is acceptable to publicly admit that one does not know something.
Multinational organizations I have observed find this to be particularly problematic in certain national
cultures. Managing complexity requires a culture in which it is acceptable to identify and support experts
and seek their advice. Resolving uncertainty requires a culture supportive of open, clear and extensive
cross-boundary communication, and a willingness and ability to bridge various languages (both
professional and national) in use across the organization. Resolving ambiguity requires the ability to
confess ignorance and confusion. Managing equivocality requires an environment in which it is acceptable
to disagree about interpretations and which accepts diversity of views as well as useful and productive
consensus.”59

56
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